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Abstract: 

In traditional teaching the stress tends to get on the scholars doing reading and writing, probably as a result 

of it looks to stay them quiet and it's easier to prepare. Similarly, most teachers most likely do most of the 

talking. whereas the scholars do most of the listening, with a questionable quantity of understanding. In 

reality, it's not so easy to separate these four skills, as most language skills are preceded or followed by a 

special ability. This integration is constant and confusing for language learners to know and follow 

themselves. However, these teaching tips for the abilities of language do separate the abilities. The main 

reason for this can be to prepare learning activities into some order and to help academics in deciding 

precisely what the aim of their lesson is, and selections, on a way to get it on. Every ability is sub-divided 

into many sub-skill activities, listening; speaking, reading or writing is emphasized, however with different 

skills an integral a part of the activities, as in reality. The following pages contain a minimum of a hundred 

totally different activities. However, it's to be emphasized that they represent a variety of prospects. the 

scholars don't ought to do all the suggestions, nor within the order described. Like any Teachers’ Guide, it's 

up to the individual Teacher, in a private college with an individual cluster of scholars, to decide what will 

be done, in given time with limited facilities. for instance, if a textbook contains a reading passage, by 

turning to the ‘Reading Skills' section, a variety of various ways in which of doing activities involving 

reading are given. Teachers need not feel restricted by these suggestions. Use as several or as few is felt 

necessary. All examples are supported the numerous teaching experiences of active teachers, but after all, 

adopt the suggestions to suit. These ideas are primarily aimed at language teachers but would be helpful in 

several subjects that involve listening, reading, speaking and writing. 

 

 

1. The importance of Communication Skill through English at this time 

Before making an attempt perceive the importance and relevance of English or English Communication 

skills we have a tendency to should understand the historical background of the language and the 

way it's evolved to the current standing. English as a language never enjoyed this position from the 

beginning. World history in and after14th century has a major role to play in creating this language powerful 

and helpful. In today’s date, it's not only a significant language everywhere the globe however also the 

official language in several elements of the world. Many of us depend upon this language for their mere 

survival and sustenance through English at the present time 
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History of English Language: 

Many could also be surprised to grasp that English because the language was never used for official 

purposes even in European country up to the 11th and 12th century. In England, folks accustomed use rich 

languages like Latin, French and Spanish. The dominance of every and each language over the history has 

been determined by the way the countries enjoyed. As England was dominated by France and other nations 

for an extended amount of your time they ne'er had the opportunity to develop their own language. Until late 

13th century, the script of English language wasn't fully developed. The first writing in English which might 

be claimed as a bit of literature dates back to late 13th century. 

Present day status of English:  

Today we have a tendency to live in a world village. Globalization has been adopted by the majority the 

developed and developing countries. During this globalized era, the English language is a crucial tool in the 

professional’s hand. Additionally, to the evolution of the language, we should also perceive the economic 

value of the language. In most developed countries like U.S.A., Canada, England, Australia and alternative 

major countries English is that the language used for speaking and official correspondence. As this countries 

management most of the planet economy we have to find out this language to be a part of the economy. 

English is no additional a language, however, an earner in today’s date. India may be a developing country. 

We want to supply as several professionals as required. And the professionals ought to be versed in the 

language. The language skills are the call of the day. In India, Corporate, software system companies, 

industries further PSU’s and government organizations want professionals who are fluent in English 

communication skills. Keeping in view the need of the language we need to learn this language. Keeping in 

view the requirement and importance of English within the present context the majority the colleges impose 

English communication skills as a required a part of their course of study for all forms of professional 

courses. e.g. B.Tech, B.Sc, B.Pharma, BBA/BCA, B.Arch., MBA, MCA and alternative courses. English 

communication skills became associate integral a part of the course of study. A professional in today's’ date 

cannot survive while not learning and honing the skills of the language. We tend to must learn English in 

today’s date 1st to survive and second to maneuver ahead in our career. China that may be a rival economy 

is in a less advantageous position as a result of we tend to Indians can use this language in a higher manner. 

China is attempting onerous to coach it professionals this language. it's believed that it'll surpass Bharat in 

terms of code professionals by 2020 if we don’t learn this language to surpass China within the international 

market. in this a state of affairs, most of the code jobs can vanish for Indian professionals as China is 

extremely smart at providing low-cost professionals. One should perceive the importance of English 

Communication skills at the present time from a broader perspective instead of with a narrower vision. 
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Tools of Communication: 

There are numerous tools that help within the method of communication. These tools are 

developed by human beings from the dawn of civilization or before. They assist us in 

communicating generally universally generally within a bunch. Here are a number of the tools 

discussed in brief. There can be more tools that facilitate within the process of communication. 

This is not the end of the list. 

i) Language: The main function of each and every language is to speak. Each language has varied 

forms. it's one of the foremost and necessary tools of communication. it's the foremost clear and 

comfy tool to use. every and each individual uses this tools within the method of communication. 

There area unit totally different languages in this world. we'd like to own data of a selected 

language in order to speak in this language. That’s why looking on the employment of various 

languages within the world their area unit different linguistic groups. 

 

 

ii) Script:  This is a group of symbols used to specify the language in the written format. 

They are also essential helpful tools for communication. One limitation of the script is we have to 

form a conscious effort to amass data a few specific script. This consumes lots of time. This can 

be also thought to be the tool of the educated mass. 

 

iii) Drawing/Painting/Sculpture/Visual art: Many people are blessed creative thinking. They use 

their creative thinking to speak in a creative manner. Their art is well accepted within the society 

and offers them high regard. These inventive creations replicate nothing else however 

communication. They specific themselves with the assistance of art. This art is also within the 

form of drawing or painting; they convey the same which means. Artistic creations are additional 

trendy in nature in terms of communication. a small piece of art will convey thousands of 

sentences in its kind, size, colour combination, shades etc. 

 

iv) Surrounding/Environment: Many a time simply by reflective the setting we get lots of 

messages. Many things are communicated by the environment itself. We want not engage in 

words to know a specific state of affairs or context. The environment is powerful enough to speak 

the message and convey us convincingly. 

2. Importance of English in India, 

English holds a very respectable position. English has undoubtedly emerged collectively the foremost 

common languages in the world, particularly within the job market. It’s a vital language of communication. 
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Fluency within the English language is a must to achieve today’s business environment. English will never 

be perfect during a day or two. Like each other language, it's to be developed eventually. To master this 

language, you have to initial master the essential foundation. This could be done by gaining fluency with 

the essential words. Developing the reading habit is also vital. Once you've got developed a fluency in 

reading, apply writing. After this, you'll start creating sentences. What you've got to do is to consider a 

sentence in your language and translate it into English. Don’t be scared of the mistakes. Regular apply can 

make you good. Every year thousands of scholars enter the job market. What differentiates one candidate 

from the opposite in most of the cases is there English for professional communication skill. A candidate 

who has the greater fluency within the language is preferred over the candidate who lacks the fluency. 

The world economy is rising as a global village and knowledge of a people language makes you eligible for 

global opportunities. Also, there are huge opportunities for self-employment further.  Some hot self-

employment choices for those smart in English embrace English trainer, content writing, blogger etc. you 

can thus create a decent quantity of cash by capitalizing on your proficiency in English. Thus, the 

importance and relevance of English within the job market can’t be undermined. If you're that one who finds 

it tough to have a grip on the language then extensive reading can help. Apart from this, you need to also 

specialize in the right pronunciation of the words. This can be developed by paying attention to English 

news, music; movies etc. begin reading the books on the topics that interest you. Eventually, you'll be able to 

manage and comprehend your language better than before. 

Conclusion:  

English skills are required in promoting studies and promoting students meet the wants of the workplace. In 

a larger context, these results are insignificant however the probabilities for future research during this field 

are varied and informative. Language skills and wishes in different fields are previously studied however 

students are neglected to this point. More research in this particular field is going to be of nice use for each 

the educational establishments as well because of the students themselves. 
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